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1. INTRODUCTION 
Using an algebraic method, we show that the number of roots in the open unit disk No (P) of 
D 
a polynomial P, of degree n and with real coefficients i equal to n - V[1, A1, A2,... , An] with 
V[50, 51,..., ~in] times the number of sign changes in the sequence (Si)o<_~<,, when there are one 
or more groups of consecutive r al numbers Ai equal to zero (with An ~ 0). These real numbers 
(Ai)l<_i<_n characterize the determinants (minors) of the leading principal submatrices of order i
of the matrix A, which is of opposite sign to the Schur-Cohn matrix K associated with P. This 
topic has been discussed by Barnett [1] and Jury [2]. 
2. DEF IN IT IONS AND NOTATION 
Let P be a polynomial of degree n in R[X], P(x) = Y'~f~=o a~x~ and P* (x) = ~n__ 0 an_ix i, the 
reciprocal of P. 
2.1. The SchuroCohn Transformation 
We define the Schur-Cohn transforms [3] of P by 
n--1 
T(°)(P)(x) = P(x),  T(1)(P)(x) = aoP(x) - anP*(x) = ~ a(i)x ~ 
~=0 
n-k  
T(k)(P)(x) = T (D (T(k-1)(P)) (x) = £_,~ a(k)x~i , 1 < k < n, 
i=0 
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with 
where 
a ( k + l )  .~(k),,(k) (k) (k) 0 < k < n -  1 and  1 < i < n ,  i = '~0 "'i - -  an -kan-k - i ,  
T(k+l)(p)(o) = a(o k+l )  : a(o k)2 _ _  a(k)  2 
n -k ,  0<k<n-1  
characterize the Schur-Cohn constants of P. 
2.2. The  Schur -Cohn Subt rans format ion  
Let us now construct a 2k x (n + k) submatrix of the Sylvester matrix of P and P*. This 
matrix is constructed taking the lines 1, 2 , . . . ,  k, and n + 1, n + 2 , . . . ,  n + k, and the columns 
1, 2 , . . . ,  n + k, respectively, of P and P*. Let C1, . . . ,  Cn+k be the n + k vector columns of it. 
Let the k th Schur-Cohn subtransform of P [3] be given by 
n-k  
ssT(k ) (P ) (x )  = Z a~k)Xi '  
i=0  
where 
a~ k) = det[C1,. . . ,  Ck-1 ,  Ck+i ,  Cn+l ,  . . . , Cn-i-k]. 
If a(0 k+l) ¢ 0 for k = 0, 1, . . .  ,n - 1, we can also define the Schur-Cohn subtransforms of P [3] 
by 
T(k ) (P )  
ssT(k ) (P )  = (--1)k~(1)k-2 (2) ~-s (k-3p (k-2)' 3 < k < n, 
~0 ~0 ""ao  ao (1) 
ssT(° ) (p )  = P,  ssT(1) (P )  = -T (1) (P ) ,  ssT(2) (P )  = T (2) (P ) .  
From the Schur-Cohn matrix K of P, we find that [1], the matrix A, equal to -K ,  can be 
represented by 
2 
a 5 - a n aoa l  - anan-x  aoa2 - anan-2  " '"  I 
aoa l  - anan-1  a~ - a2n a la2  -- an - lan -2  
+al  2 -  a2n_l +aoal -- anan-1  " '"  
aoa2 -- anan-2  a la2  -- an - lan -2  
+aoa l  -- anan-1  
. ° 
-aLl 
+a~ - a 2 
n- -2  
3. PROPERTIES 
Let Ak (respectively, Kk) stand for the determinants of the leading principal submatrices of 
order k of the matrix A (respectively, the Schur-Cohn matrix K of P), then Ak = (-1)kssT(k)(P) 
(0) -- (-1)ka(0 k), see [4]. 
We know that 
(1) if Ak ~ 0 for 1 < k < n, then No (P) = V[1, A1, A2, . . . ,  An] = n -- V[1, K1, K2 , . . . ,  Kn], 
D 
see [1]; and 
(2) Kn -- det(K) = Resultant (P, P*) = [ao [2n l-In, j=1(1 - #,/2j), P(/~i) -- 0, i = 1 , . . . ,  n. 
If An 0, then n n = 1-I~=1(1 _ [/~[2) = 0, or I]i,j=l,i#j(1 -#~/2j) = 0. In this case, P admits zeros on 
the unit circle or symmetric to the unit circle• 
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4. THE 
Let P be a polynomial of degree n in R[X]. We assume that 




a(1) (1_) _(1) = 0, 
n-1  = a 2 = "" " -'~ (~n-h+l 
ao = )~an~ al  = )~an- l~ . . . ,ah -1  = ,'~an-h+l~ 
h>_l ,  
a(.1). # 0, (2) 
with ~ = ±1. (3) 
P(x) = anx '~ +. . .  + an_h+l  xn -h÷l  +. . .  + ,~an_h+l xh -1  + . . ,  + ,~an, 
T(1) p(x) = ,,(1) ~n-h a(1) xh 
• ~. -h*  + ' "+ h , (4)  
T (1) 
Let us divide P(x), as given by (4), by T(1)p(x). This is done to eliminate the first h terms of 
P(x), and let q(x) be the quotient. We then divide the remainder by TO)P(x), given by (5), to 
eliminate the last h terms of P(x). In this case, the quotient is -q(1/x). Let Rh be the remainder 
after these two consecutive divisions. We have 
with 
Let 
Rh(X) = P(x) - ql(x)T(t) p(x), 
q l (x )=q(x) -q (1) .  
B(P) = x-hRh, 
which is, precisely, the Brown transform of P(x) (see [5,6]). Furthermore, we find the following 
relations [6]: 
N~(P) = Yo(B(P)) + h and N~,(P*) = N~(B(P)*) + h. (6) 
From the results given in [4], it follows that 
(1) if A1 = A2 . . . . .  A2j = 0, then A2j+I = 0, and 
(2) A1 = A2 . . . . .  A2h-1 = 0, A2h ¢ 0 if and only if a(01) = a~ 1) . . . . .  a(hl_ ), = 0, and 
a(h 1) ¢ 0 with h _> 1. 
5. THEOREM 
If a leading principal minor of matrix A vanishes, and An ~ 0, then the number of zeros of P 
inside the unit disk is given by: 
No (P) = Y[1, A1, A2 , . . . ,  An]. D 
It must be remarked that knowing the value of the Ai, a simplification in the calculation 
of V is possible. If, for example, for each group of p successive null minors (p is always 
odd) As ~ 0, As+l = As+2 . . . . .  As+p = 0, As+p+1 ~ 0, we can use the fact that 
V[Aa, A8+1, Aa+2,.. . ,  As+p, As+p+l] = h, with p = 2h-  1, to break the calculation of the 
value of V into that of V[1, A1, A2, . . . ,  As] + h + V[As+p+2,..., An]. 
PROOF. Let us take A_ 1 = 1, Ao = 1, take s > 0 and assume A~ ¢ 0 with 0 < i < s. We 
(0 8-2 ) write f~0 = 1, f~l = -1,  ~2 = 1, f~s = (-1)Sa(01)'-2...a for s >_ 3ands0  = 1, c~s = 
aO),(2) ~0-1)~0) for s > 1. 
0 "~0 " ' ' "0  ~0 
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We recall Lemma 1 in [4]. With the same hypothesis as before, and cxs # 0, 
,,x (Z')2k 7, As+k = s-~-~-~ k, for al lk_>l, s_>0, w i thk+s<_n;  
where Ak are the leading principal minors of the matrix A, with opposite sign to those in the 
Schur-Cohn matrix of the polynomial ssT (k) (ssT (s) (P)). Since Ak = (-1)kssT (k) (ssT (s) (P))(0), 
from Lemma 1, it follows that As+ k = 0 if and only if Ak = 0 for 1 _< k _< p. Therefore, 
our previous remark (1) implies that p is odd (p = 2h - 1), and from the Brown determinant 
relation [5], we have 
~p+l+/  = ~2h+l : ~2h~l  2h), (7) 
where AI 2h) are the leading principal minors of the matrix ~(2h) opposed to the Schur-Cohn 
matrix of the polynomial B(ssT(8)(P)), which is the Brown transform of ssT(8)(P) [4]. From 
Lemma 1, we have 
so (7) implies that 
Similarly, from (8), 
A,+p+l+l = A,+2h+~ = A, (/~,)2(2h+t) A2h+t, (a,)(2h+0 
- -  (~s)  2(2h+1) "~ "~(2h) 
ms+p+l+ / : / .A s ~ l"~2hl"Xl . (8) 
[ ] Lan-  (s+p+l) V[A ,+p+I ,A ,+p+2, . . . ,A , ]  = V 1, (c~) ' ( c~, )2 ' " "  (a~)n-(~+p+l) " (9) 
For the right-hand side, it follows from [6], that 
V[1,A1,A2,..., As] + N~ (ssT(s)(P)), 
N~(P) = V[1, A1,A2, .,As] + N~ ((ssT(s)(P)*)), 
if As-lAs > 0, 
if As-lAs < 0, 
(10) 
and from (6), it follows that 
therefore, 
{ V[1, A1, A2,... ,As] + h + NgB (ssT(s)(P)), 
gg(P)  = V[1,AI,A2,...,As] + h + Ng (B(ssT(s)(P))*), 
if As_IA s > 0, 
if As-IAs < 0. 
(11) 
To construct the proof of the theorem, we shall consider two separate cases. 
CASE 1. Let us assume that for s _> 0: 
As-I-1 = As+2 = "'" = As.4- p = 0 
for i E {1,...,n} \ {s + l , . . . ,s  + p}. Since 
and A~ ¢ 0, 
~2h) # 0,... 'A(n~s+p+l) # 0 and sign (c~s) = sign (As_xAs) ,
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from (9), we have 
{ , : 
No (B (,,T(S)(p)) , 
and from (11), it follows that 
hence, 
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if As_l/ks > 0, 
if As_ IA  s < 0; 
(~2) 
No (P )  : V[1, A1, A2 . . . .  , As] + h + V[As+p+l ,  As+p+2, • • •, An],  
D 
ND(P) = V[1, A1, A2, . . . ,  An], with V[As, As+l , . . . ,  As+p, As+p+1] : h. 
CASE 2. Let us assume that among leading principal minors of the matrix A, there are v groups 
of successive minors equal to zero, let them be (A8~+1 = As~+2 . . . . .  As~+p~ = 0, i = 1 , . . . ,  v). 
By recurrence on v, it follows that Pi is odd (p~ = 2hi - 1) and Nz(P ) = V[1, A1, A2 , . . . ,  An] 
with 
V[As,, As,+l,.. •, As,+,,, A~,+p,+l] = hi. 
We have proved the theorem for u = 1. Assuming that it is true for v - 1 groups, we shall show 
that it is true for u groups. We write ri = si - (Sl + Pl + 1) for i = 2 , . . . ,  u and assume that 
A~- IAs l  > 0. From (S), for (i = 2 , . . . ,  v), we have 
As, # 0, As,+l . . . . .  As,+v, = 0, As,+v,+l # 0, 
if and only if 
~r,  # 0, ~r,q-1 . . . . .  ~r,+p, = 0, ~r i+p,+l  # 0. 
Then, the sequence of minors  (1 ,£[  2hl) ~'(2hl) , .  ~(2h l )  ' ' ' ' '  '~n-(sl+pl-vl)) of matrix , with opposite 
sign to those in the Schur-Cohn matrix of the polynomial B(ssT(8~)(P)) contains u - 1 groups 
with a null minor. From the recurrence hypothesis, for (i = 2 , . . . ,  v), we have Pi = 2hi - 1 and 
NoB (ssT(S')(P)) =V [ l ,a  1 ,...,/.An_(Sl+pl.bl)] , with V (14) 
~ J 
now from (8), we have 
Y [as,, ~s,+l,...,~s,+~,,as,+,,+l] = v [?,~,, ?,~,+,,..., X~,+,,, ~,~,+,,+1], 
consequently, 
V[A,,, As,+1, • •., As,+p~, As,+p,+l] = h~, for i = 2 , . . . ,  v, 
since sign (as) = sign (As~_lAs,), from (9) and (14), we find that 
with 
V[As,, As,+1,..., A,,+p,, As,+p,+l] = h~, 
from (11), we have 
No(P) = V[1, A1,A2, . . . ,As , ]  + hi + NoB (ssT(S')(P)) 
and 
No (P) = Y[1, A1, A2 , . . . ,  As1] 4- hi 4- Y[Aslq-pl+l . . . . .  An] D 
with V[As~,... ,  As,+p,+l] = hl. From this, it follows that 
No (P) = V[1, A1, A2, . . . ,  An], with V[As,, As,+1, • • •, As,+p,, As,+p,+l] = h~. 
D 
The proof is completed with the discussion of the case As l - lAs l  < 0, for which we only have to 
consider, with the same arguments, the polynomial B(ssT(Sl)(P)) *.
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